DEVELOPMENT AND CONTAINER

Abstract: A measuring device for dispensing granulated powder. The measuring device includes a bucket (54), handle (66) and a tapered tip (52). The bucket has a substantially circular top cross-sectional area and outside diameter, with a depth of from about 75% to about 250% of the outside diameter. The bucket includes a handle side oppositely facing a distal side. The handle is formed on the handle side of the bucket, and the tapered tip is formed on the distal side of the bucket. Some embodiments include varying volumes of the bucket, from about 5 cubic centimeters to about 30 cubic centimeters. The handle can include a surface indentation. The measuring device may be combined with an associated container (10), such that the measuring device is used to dispense granulated powder from the container.

FIG. 2
The present disclosure relates to a measuring device and a container for holding a granular product or powder, such as infant formula. More specifically, the disclosure is directed to a container and a scoop with a tapered tip for scooping and dispensing a granular product.

There are many products in granular or powdered form that are currently stored and sold in containers. These products include infant formula, flour, coffee, sugar and nutritional supplements, such as protein or dietary supplements. Because many of these items are stored, shipped and ultimately dispensed from the same container, the container should be robust enough to withstand the conditions to which it can be exposed.

Additionally, the container should be user-friendly for the ultimate consumer. A user-friendly container is one that is convenient for the ultimate user to store, use and from which to scoop, measure and dispense the product contained within.

Containers formed of plastic and/or metal are often used to store and sell various granular products, particularly in the industrial, food and pharmaceutical sectors. One problem often associated with such containers is damage during shipping due to stresses placed on the containers. Containers that are stronger and more structurally rigid are less likely to become compromised during shipment. Moreover, a container that becomes structurally compromised does not provide its contents adequate protection against contaminants, which can be more readily introduced, resulting in spoilage or other deleterious effects. As such, there is a need that containers be improved to reduce structural compromises.

Additionally, some containers include a measuring device or scoop which allows the consumer to remove the product from the container, and, in certain circumstances, measure and dispense the amount of product needed for each use. However, conventional scoops are not convenient or efficient tools for the consumer
or end-user to obtain product as the level of the contents of the container lowers, particularly as the product level approaches the bottom of the container. As the measuring device is also used by the ultimate consumer, the measuring device should be user-friendly in accessing the product to scoop, dispensing the desired amount of product, ergonomics and storage.

 Accordingly, there exists the need for a measuring device that is associated with a container that is user-friendly in scooping the product, dispensing the product, ergonomics and storage. Additionally, there exists a need for a container having a scoop better able to facilitate obtaining product located generally towards the bottom of the container.

**DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION**

[0007] In one embodiment, a container is associated with a measuring device or scoop. The container has a lid, and the measuring device is retained proximate to the lid by a retention element. The measuring device can include a tapered tip that can provide the user with easier and increased access to the product contained in the container, particularly as the product level approaches the bottom of the container. The tapered tip can also increase user-friendliness of scooping, measuring and dispensing the product as the product can pass over the tapered tip.

[0008] The measuring device can, in some embodiments, include a bucket with a substantially circular top cross-sectional area. The bucket can have an outside diameter and a depth, and in some embodiments, the depth of the bucket can be from 75% to about 250% of the diameter of the bucket. In other embodiments, the measuring device has a handle which is connected to the handle side of the bucket. The bucket can have a distal side, which is opposite to the handle side of the bucket. The tapered tip of the bucket can be longitudinally aligned with the handle. In an embodiment, the bucket has a volume of from about 5 cubic centimeters to about 30 cubic centimeters.

[0009] In an embodiment, the handle of the measuring device has a tapered base portion and a substantially straight arm portion. The tapered base portion of the handle is formed on the handle side of the bucket. The arm portion can have a surface indentation, which increases ergonomics, as it provides an indentation for an end-user's finger in use of the measuring device.
In another embodiment, the tapered tip can have a profile defined by a circle having a diameter in a range of from 60% to 80% the diameter of the bucket. The circle can pass through a central axis of the bucket.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0011] Fig. 1 is an elevation view of a container.

[0012] Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a cross-section of a container and an associated measuring device.

[0013] Fig. 3 is a top view of a measuring device.

[0014] Fig. 4 is a side view of the measuring device of Fig 3.

[0015] Fig. 5 is a side view of an alternate embodiment of a measuring device.

[0016] Fig. 6 is a side view of another alternate embodiment of a measuring device.

[0017] Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a lid for the container of Fig. 1.

[0018] Fig. 8 is a bottom view of the lid of Fig. 7 and the measuring device of Fig. 3 is engaged with the lid by a retention mechanism.

**BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

[0019] Reference now will be made in detail to the embodiments of the present disclosure. It will be apparent to those of ordinary skilled in the art that various modifications and variations can be made to the teachings of the present disclosure without departing from the scope of the disclosure. For instance, features illustrated or described as part of one embodiment, can be used with another embodiment to yield a further embodiment.

[0020] Thus, it is intended that the present disclosure covers such modifications and variations as come within the scope of the appended claims and their equivalents. Other objects, features and aspects of the present disclosure are disclosed in or are apparent from the following detailed description. It is to be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that the present disclosure is a description of exemplary embodiments only and is not intended as limiting the broader aspects of the present disclosure.

[0021] For the sake of clarity, not all reference numerals are necessarily present in each drawing Figure. In addition, positional terms such as "upper," "lower," "side," "top," "bottom," "vertical," "horizontal," etc. refer to the container when in
the orientation shown in the drawings. The skilled artisan will recognize that containers can assume different orientations when in use.

[0022] An elevation view of a container 10 is shown in Fig. 1. The container 10 may be described as pillar shaped. Container 10 is intended for use to store a granular product. Container 10 includes a sidewall 12 having a substantially circular cross-section. Container 10 has a container height 16. The sidewall 12 includes a cylindrical upper portion 18 having an upper height 20 which defines a circular top 22. The sidewall 12 includes a continuously concave curved intermediate portion 24 extending downward from cylindrical upper portion 18, and having a concave portion height 46. The sidewall 12 includes a cylindrical lower portion 26 having a lower height 28 and extending downward from the continuously concave curved intermediate portion 24. In Fig. 1, a bottom 30 closes the cylindrical lower portion 26.

[0023] The circular top 22 has a diameter 32, which may be substantially equal to the diameter 34 of the circular bottom 30.

[0024] The lower height 28 and the upper height 20 combined may be in a range from about 20% to about 50% of the concave portion height 46. The upper height 20 and the lower height 28 may each be at least 10% of the container height 16. The lower height 28 and the upper height 20 may each be in a range of from about 10% to about 20% of the container height 16. The lower height 28 may be substantially equal to the upper height 20.

[0025] The container 10 may be vertically symmetrical about the narrowest cross-sectional area 42. The narrowest cross-sectional area has a diameter 44, which may be in a range of from about 80% to about 98% of the diameter 34 of the circular bottom 30. The upper height 20 and the lower height 28 combined are in a range of from about 15% to about 35% of the container height 16.

[0026] The circular top 22 may be open so that end-users can access product held by the container 10 through the open circular top 22. In addition, product may be added to the container through the open circular top 22 during manufacture and the open circular top 22 can be then be sealed prior to the end-users' use. The product may be similarly added through the bottom end of the container during manufacture before the bottom 30 is attached to the sidewall 12. The end-user can then remove the seal mechanism and access the product through the circular top 22.
[0027] The container 10 may be metallic. A metallic container 10 may be constructed of, for example, aluminum, steel or tin.

[0028] The upper portion 18 may be associated with a lid 36, seen in Fig. 7. The lower portion 26 has a base 38 configured to receive a complementary raised circumferential portion 40 of the lid 36 such that multiple containers 10 can be stacked on top of one another. The lid 36 can be mounted on the upper portion 18. The container 10 can be configured to be stackable. A stackable container 10 can allow for increased shipping efficiency by allowing more containers to be shipped per cubic volume of cargo space and can result in less damage during shipment, as stackable containers are less likely to freely move during shipment. Additionally, stackable container 10 can be beneficial because it may allow for resellers to stack the container 10 on each other on shelves. Further, the stackable container 10 may be desirable by end-users because it allows an end-user to more efficiency and conveniently store multiple containers 10.

[0029] The container height 16 may be in a range from about 50 mm to about 300 mm, more preferably, in a range of from about 75 mm to about 250 mm, and most preferably, in a range of from about 90 mm to about 175 mm. The container height 16 may be related to the measuring device 50 maximum length 108, so that the measuring device is long enough to conveniently reach the bottom of the container 10.

[0030] The bottom diameter 34 may be from about 50 mm to about 200 mm, more preferably from about 75 mm to 175 mm, and most preferably from about 90 to about 160 mm.

[0031] The narrowest cross-sectional area 42 may have a diameter 44 from about 90% to about 98% of the bottom diameter 34. The narrowest cross-section area 42 may also be described as having a diameter 44 in a range of from about 2 mm to about 20 mm less than the diameter 34 of the bottom 30.

[0032] Features such as the pillar shaped container, the metallic container, the substantially equal top and bottom diameters, the lower height 28 and the upper height 20 each being in a range of from about 10% to about 20% of the container height 16, the vertical symmetry of the container 10, the lower height 28 being substantially equal to the upper height 20, and the diameter 44 about 90% to about
98% of the bottom diameter 34 may increase the structural rigidity of the container 10. Increased container structural integrity can be advantageous, for example, because it allows for fewer materials to be used in the manufacturing of the container 10 because the sidewall 12 and bottom 30 can be thinner. A container 10 with increased structural integrity can better withstand stresses during its shipment, increasing the likelihood that the container 10 will not be compromised before it reaches the end-user.

[0033] In Fig. 2, the container 10 is associated with a measuring device 50, shown in Figs. 3 - 6. The measuring device 50 can be used by the end-user to measure, scoop and dispense the product held in container 10. Measuring device 50 has a tapered tip 52 aimed at increasing efficiency, ease and accuracy of scooping, measuring and dispensing the granular product contained by the container 10. The lower portion 26 of container 10 joins the bottom 30 at a rolled edge 48. The rolled edge 48 is a closure member and is integrally formed with the sidewall 12 and the bottom 30. The rolled edge 48 may also be formed as standard double seam metal can bottom joint. Such a joint may provide a substantially 90° junction between the bottom 30 and sidewall 12. An end-user can use the measuring device 50 with the tapered tip 52 with the associated container 10 to scoop granular product contained in the container 10, particularly along where the rolled edge 12 in the interior of the container 10.

[0034] A top view of the measuring device 50 is shown in Fig. 3. The measuring device 50 includes a bucket 54. The bucket 54 holds the granular product for a container 10 after the end-user has scooped the granular product from the container 10. The bucket 54 includes a substantially circular top cross-sectional area 56 having an outside diameter 58. The bucket has a depth 90 in a range of from about 75% to about 250% of the diameter of the bucket 54. The outside diameter 58 and depth 90 relate to the amount of granular product the bucket 54 is able to hold, which may be adjusted according to the amount of granular product to be dispensed. The bucket 54 has a handle side 62 and an oppositely facing distal side 64. The measuring device 50 has a handle 66 connected to the handle side 62 of the bucket 54. The handle 66 may be used by the end-user of the measuring device 50 to hold
the measuring device 50. The handle may be ergonomic for ease in the scooping, measuring and dispensing of the granular product held by container 10.

[0035] The measuring device 50 includes a tapered tip 52 formed on the distal side 64 of the bucket, the tapered tip 52 being longitudinally aligned with the handle 66. The tapered tip 52 has a tip radius 68, preferably no greater than 10 mm.

[0036] The longitudinal alignment of tip 52 with handle 66 increases ergonomics and makes more convenient, efficient and effective the measuring, dispensing and scooping actions of the measuring device 50. The handle has a tapered base portion 70 and a substantially straight arm portion 72 that increase ergonomics of the handle 66. The straight arm portion has a rounded end 74 opposite to the tapered arm portion 70 that further increases ergonomics. The base portion 70 is integrally formed on the handle side 62 of the bucket 54. The handle 66 may be integrally formed on the bucket at a junction point 120 below the substantially circular top cross-sectional area 56. The measuring device 50 may be operable with a feeding bottle. The feeding bottle may have a larger mouth than the bucket diameter 58. The positioning of the junction point relative to the top of the bucket allows the user to place the top end of the bucket 54 inside the feeding bottle. The engaged bucket 54 and feeding bottle allows the bucket 54 to resist lateral sliding forces that would otherwise result in product spillage when the user dispenses product into the feeding bottle from the measuring device 50.

[0037] The bucket 54 has a cylindrical exterior surface 76. The tapered tip 52 may extend outward from the exterior surface 76 in a range of from about 10% to about 30% of the diameter of the bucket. The outward extension of the tapered tip 52 of from about 10% to about 30% of the diameter of the bucket 78 increases the convenience, efficiency and effectiveness with which the end-user may scoop, measure and dispense the granular product held by container 10.

[0038] The bucket 54 has a central vertical axis 80, as shown in Figs. 4 - 6. The measuring device 50 has a longitudinal axis 82 that intersects the central vertical axis 80 defining an intersection angle 84 in a range of from about 75 degrees to about 90 degrees, as shown in Fig. 5. The intersection angle 84 may make the measuring device 50 more effective, efficient and ergonomic at scooping, measuring and dispensing the granular product held by container 10.
The bucket 54 may have an interior 86 having a volume of from about 5 cubic centimeters to about 30 cubic centimeters, preferably from about 10 cubic centimeters to about 25 cubic centimeters. A range of bucket volumes are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 by varying the depth 90 of the bucket 54. The bucket volume and depth may be varied according to the amount of granular product to be dispensed.

The bucket 54 has a circumference 92 extending 360 degrees around the bucket 54. The handle 66 may circumscribe an angle 126 from about 10 degrees to about 60 degrees of the bucket circumference 92, and the tapered tip 52 may circumscribe an angle 128 from about 50 degrees to about 90 degrees of the bucket circumference 92. In a preferred embodiment, the handle 66 may circumscribe an angle 126 from about 10 degrees to about 30 degrees of the bucket circumference 92, and the tapered tip may circumscribe an angle 128 from about 60 degrees to about 80 degrees of the bucket circumference 92. In the example shown in Figure 3, the handle 66 circumscribes the bucket circumference 92 at an angle 126 of 21 degrees, and the tapered tip 52 circumscribes the bucket circumference 92 at an angle 128 of 70 degrees. The degree that the tapered tip 52 and handle 66 circumscribe around the bucket increases the structural integrity of the measuring device 10 while increasing the efficacy with which the end-user can scoop, measure and dispense the granular product from the container 10.

The substantially straight arm portion 72 may have a surface indentation 94. The surface indentation 94 increases ergonomics of the measuring device 50, because it provides an indentation for an end-user's finger for increased grip in use of the measuring device 10. In addition, the surface indentation can increase structural integrity of the handle 66.

The handle 66 has a longitudinal center axis 96 and a ridge 98 formed along the longitudinal center axis 96 of the handle 66. The ridge 98 is raised from about 1 mm to about 10 mm from the substantially straight arm portion 72. The ridge 98 may also increase the structurally rigidity of the handle 66.

The container 10 further comprises a lid 36 having an underside 102 and a retention element 104 configured to retain the measuring device 50 proximate to the underside 102 of the lid 36. Retention element 104 may extend from inner
perimeter 122 of the lid 36, or from underside 124 of lid 36. One benefit of retention
element 104 is that it can hold measuring device 50 outside of the product such that
a user does not have to insert hands or fingers into the product to retrieve measuring
device 66. This avoids inconvenience to the user and can help prevent contaminates
from being introduced in the product and on a user’s hands or fingers from coming
into contact with the powder.

[0044] The container 10 has a height 16 and the measuring device 50 has a
maximum length 108 of from about 50% to about 110% the height 16 of the
container 10. The maximum length 108 may be varied according to the height of the
container 10 so that the measuring device 50 can be efficiently, effectively and
economically used by the end-user to scoop, measure and dispense the granular
product from the container 10. The maximum length may be varied such that it is
easy for the end-user to scoop from the bottom on the container. Further, the
maximum length 108 may be varied so that the measuring device 50 is operable with
the retention element 104.

[0045] The tapered tip 52 may be described as having a profile 116 defined by
a circle 118 having a diameter in a range of from 60% to 80% of the bucket diameter
58. The tapered tip 52 can curve outward from bucket 54 so that the curve is defined
by the profile of the circle 118. The circle 118 can be centered with or variably off-set
from the center axis 80 of the bucket 54. Further, the greater the circle 118 is off-set
from the center axis 80, the more the tapered tip protrudes and curves continuously
outward relative to the center axis 80 of the bucket 54. The circle 118 may pass
through the central axis 80 of the bucket 54. The diameter of the circle 80 may be
varied in a range of from 60% to 80% of the bucket diameter as to vary the relative
shape and size of the tapered tip as compared to the bucket 54.

[0046] Although embodiments of the disclosure have been described using
specific terms, devices, and methods, such description is for illustrative purposes
only. The words used are words of description rather than of limitation. It is to be
understood that changes and variations may be made by those of ordinary skill in the
art without departing from the spirit or the scope of the present disclosure, which is
set forth in the following claims. In addition, it should be understood that aspects of
the various embodiments may be interchanged in whole or in part. Therefore, the
spirit and scope of the appended claims should not be limited to the description of
the versions contained therein.

[0047] Thus, although there have been described particular embodiments of
the present invention of a new and useful container and associated measuring device,
it is not intended that such references be construed as limitations upon the scope of
this invention except as set forth in the following claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A measuring device, comprising:
   a bucket, including:
   a substantially circular top cross-sectional area having an outside diameter;
   a depth being in a range of from about 75% to about 250% of the diameter of the bucket; and
   a handle side and a distal side oppositely facing from the handle side;
   a handle connected to the handle side of the bucket; and
   a tapered tip formed on the distal side of the bucket, the tapered tip being longitudinally aligned with the handle.

2. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the bucket has a central vertical axis; and
   the handle has a longitudinal axis intersecting the central vertical axis, the intersection defining an intersection angle in a range of from about 75 degrees to about 90 degrees.

3. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the bucket defines an interior having a volume of from about 5 cubic centimeters to about 30 cubic centimeters.

4. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the bucket has a circumference extending 360 degrees around the bucket;
   the handle circumscribes from about 10 degrees to about 60 degrees of the bucket circumference; and
   the tapered tip circumscribes from about 50 degrees to about 90 degrees of the bucket circumference.

5. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the bucket has a circumference extending 360 degrees around the bucket;
the handle circumscribes from about 10 degrees to about 30 degrees of
the bucket circumference; and
the tapered tip circumscribes from about 60 degrees to about 80
degrees of the bucket circumference.

6. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the handle includes a tapered base portion and a substantially straight
   arm portion, the base portion being integrally formed on the handle side of
   the bucket.

7. The measuring device of Claim 6, wherein:
   the arm portion includes a surface indentation.

8. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the handle, includes:
   a longitudinal center axis; and
   a ridge formed along the longitudinal center axis of the handle.

9. The measuring device of Claim 1, wherein:
   the handle is integrally formed on the bucket at a junction point below
   the substantially circular top cross-sectional area of the bucket.

10. A containment and dispensing system, comprising:
    a measuring device, including:
    a bucket,
    a handle connected to the bucket; and
    a tapered tip connected to the bucket on the opposite side of
    the bucket from the handle, the tapered tip being longitudinally aligned
    with the handle, and the tapered tip having a tip radius no greater than
    10 mm; and
    a container associated with the measuring device, the container having
    a bottom surface and a sidewall, the bottom surface and the sidewall joining
    each other at a junction.

11. The system of Claim 10, wherein the container further comprises:
    a lid having an underside; and
    a retention element configured to retain the measuring device
    proximate to the underside of the lid of the container.
12. The system of Claim 11, wherein:
   the container contains a product; and
   the measuring device is retained above the product.

13. The system of Claim 10, wherein:
   the container includes a lid; and
   the container has a base configured to receive a raised circumferential lid portion in a lid of another like container such that multiple assembled containers can be stacked on top of one another.

14. The system of Claim 10, wherein:
   the container has a height; and
   the measuring device has a maximum length of from about 50% to about 110% of the height of the container.

15. The system of Claim 10, wherein:
   the container has a height in a range of from about 125 mm to about 200 mm.

16. A measuring device, comprising:
   a bucket having an exterior surface and a diameter,
   a handle integrally formed with the bucket; and
   a tapered tip integrally formed on an opposite of the bucket from the handle, the tapered tip extending outward from the exterior surface of the bucket in a range of from about 10% to about 30% of the diameter of the bucket.

17. The measuring device of Claim 16, wherein:
   the bucket has a rim defined by a circumference of a top of the bucket; and
   the tapered tip curves outward from the rim oppositely from the handle.

18. The measuring device of Claim 16, wherein:
   the bucket has a depth of a range from about 75% to about 250% of the diameter of the bucket.

19. The measuring device of Claim 16, wherein:
the tapered tip has a profile defined by a circle having a diameter in a range of from 60% to 80% of the bucket diameter.

20. The measuring device of Claim 19, wherein:
    the circle passes through a central axis of the bucket.
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